MMU EMUSTF Educational Sessions Updates

**Part A:**

Slide 3: Economic Load Response identified in chart.

Slide 4 (NEW): Notes on how day-ahead operating reserve credits and charges are calculated and allocated.

Slide 5: Economic Load Response identified in chart.

Slide 6 (NEW): Notes on how balancing operating reserve credits and charges are calculated and allocated.

Slide 7: Addition of make whole payments to Emergency Load Response resources.

Slide 8 (NEW): Notes on reactive services and synchronous condensing credits and charges.

Slide 9 (NEW): Notes on black start support credits and charges.


**Part B:**

Slide 6 (NEW): Distribution of day-ahead top 10 units.

Slide 16 (NEW): Distribution of balancing top 10 units.

**NEW – Negative Congestion Allocation Flowchart:**

Hourly and monthly negative congestion allocation flowchart.